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BRUSH KITS & HANDLES
DENTSPLY 

Brushes are
designed to be 
an applicator for
adhesives and 
composites. For 
composite usage, they can be used to smooth the
composite primarily in anterior restorations. 

Brush Handle with Tips
8133173 [676495]

Brush Tips, 6/Pkg.
8130550 Small Brushes [676100]
8130555 Medium Brushes [676101]

Disposable Brushes, 40/Pkg.
8133172 [676494]

BENDABLE APPLICATOR 
BRUSHES
3M

The Bendable
Applicator
Brushes are one
piece, disposable applicator brushes packaged in a
flip top box. 
Refill: 120 Applicator Brushes, 30 each of each
color (Blue, Red, Yellow, Green)
8670102   [3402]                                              

BALL-POINT APPLICATORS
KERR TOTALCARE

The pre-designed bending point holds any shape
you need to get to those hard to reach areas. The
ball end is non-linting, non-absorbent fiber that
holds solutions in amounts as small as one-eighth
of a drop, eliminating dripping, spilling and waste. 

250/Box
9556670  Fine [8300F]
9556671   Medium [8350M]                           

BRUSH TIPS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Brush Tips are used to apply composites,
liquids, etch and bonding agents, medicaments,
dental acrylics and restorative materials to the
teeth.  The brushes are offered with both black
and white bristles and both straight and angled
handles.  

100/Pkg.
9501802   Straight White
9501806   Straight Black
9501800   Angled White
9501804   Angled Black

BENDABLE APPLICATOR 
BRUSHES - CONTINUED

interproximal use.  These brushes can be used to
apply etchants, sealants, bonding agents, resins
and hemostatic agents.  These brushes feature a 5
½” handle and bristle length of ¼”.

Regular, Black
9503556  144/Pkg.
9503554  432/Pkg.

Fine, White
9503558   144/Pkg.
9503555   432/Pkg.

BEESURE
MICRO-APPLICATORS 
ECOBEE

The eco-friendly
bendable
applicators are
used with etchants,
bonding agents,
sealants etc. They
are made from 50%
recycled plastics.
The bendable angle allows precise application of 
small amounts of material in limited access areas. 

Dispenser Pack, 400/Box
9549894  Cylinder [BE501D]
9549895  Ultrafine [BE502D]
9549901   Fine [BE503D]
9549902  Regular [BE504D]
                 
Tube Pack, 400/Box
9549896  Cylinder [BE501T]
9549897  Ultrafine [BE502T]
9549898  Fine [BE503T]
9549899  Regular [BE504T]

BRUSH TIPS
PULPDENT

Pulpdent's Brush tips
come in economical bulk
packs and fit most 
standard dental brush handles.

Brush Tips + 2 Handles, 24 mm
8790790  500/Bag [BRL]                              

Brush Tips, 24 mm 
8792155    100/Bag [BR]

BRUSH TIPS & HANDLES
3M

A set of three color-
coded applicator
handles for use with
3M adhesive systems.
The single-use brush
tips and the single
use fiber tip applicators are used for the applicator
handles. 

Brush Tips Refill with Handles: 3 Color-Coded
Handles, 120 Disposable Brush Tips
8670100   [1919]        

Brush Tips, Single-Use, 60/Pkg.
8670105   [1919B]      

Fiber Tip Applicators, Single-Use, 100/Pkg.
8670106   [1919F]                                            

DISPOSABLE MICRO
APPLICATORS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Disposable Micro
Applicators are
applicators that bend
easily to any angle and
are used in the
placement of small,
controlled amounts of
material, especially in
areas of limited access.
The material to be
applied is held in
suspension between the

fibers, creating a non-drop sphere that retains 
the material until it is applied. These applicators
are non-linting, non-absorbent and come in 
variety of colors.
400/Box
9500140  Fine (Pink, Yellow Handles)
9500141   Regular (Blue, Purple, Silver, Green  
                 Handles)

COMPOSITE BRUSHES 
& HANDLES
VISTA DENTAL
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